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Reviewer’s report:

I congratulate the authors for such a well-thought, well-designed study. Authors put a finger on a very complicated topic about proximal humerus fractures. Many fields of medicine may contain confused, mismatched terms like PHF. Any attempt to resolve this deserves a big praise.

One small thing: if the authors delayed with the problem so much then they may offer some solutions concretely. Yes, there must be a consensus about terms, but how? What do the authors offer?

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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